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Abstract 

In every Summer and Winter, there open soccer transfer markets. And these markets draw huge attention 
from soccer fans and other ordinary people all around world. This phenomenon might indicate great interest of 
people from the amount of news, blog articles, public messages and replies from online community and forums 
about popular players and clubs of many leagues. Especially, transfer markets in the year 2017 have generated 
many gossips than before. In this research, we performed keyword analysis and ranking of news and messages 
collected and analyzed from online news sites and online forum sites, in order to investigate who and what 
clubs are mainly discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

Soccer transfer market has been an issue for many soccer fans and has been paid attention to by other 
ordinary people. The discussion about soccer transfer market has been appeared in online news, sport 
community, and our causal conversation. Figure 1 shows Naver’s real-time search word ranking at the time 
of Neymar’s transfer, which was gossiped by many media [1].  

Transfers of start players which have created a significant amount of topics are shown to be so interesting 
in Korean online portal sites that their names and related words are listed in the keyword ranking of the 
Korean online portal sites, and even television media sometimes deals with these transfer news and rumors.  

This phenomena are not only for the legacy online soccer communities and online soccer news sites, but 
also for social media. For example, as shown in Figure 2, now we can easily find devoted pages on soccer 
transfer in social media.  

As shown in Figure 3, the amount of transfer market has been growing drastically every year. Recently, 
Middle East countries, China, and USA beyond Europe and South America surprise people who watch 
transfer markets by collecting many talented players from various countries by their huge financial power.  

Reflecting this intense attention, transfer fee in the market has continuously raised in rapid pace. 
Especially, the main topic of this year’s transfer market is Neymar’s move [2]. Neymar moved from FC 
Barcelona to Paris Saint Germain (PSG) with twice more transfer fee than Paul Pogba’s in the year 2016 
which was the highest before Neymar’s move. This means, in this summer 2017, Neymar moved to PSG 
with the record breaking highest transfer fee. Neymar’s fee was 222,000,000 euros which is twice more than 
Pogba’s fee 105,000,000 euros. In addition to Neymar, top players such as Romelu Lukaku and Alvaro 
Morata have moved to other clubs and placed themselves inside the top 15 transfer ranking,  
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Figure 1. Naver’s real-time 
search word ranking at the 
time of Neymar’s transfer 

Figure 2. Facebook page on 
soccer transfer in social 
media

Figure 3. List of most 
expensive association 
football transfers 

 

2. Methods 

In this research, we want to investigate in this year’s market, which has broken the highest transfer fee 
record, in order to find what clubs and what players have gained interest, and to determine what contents are 
related with transfer markets. For this purpose, we collect messages and news from various online news and 
forums, and analyze the keywords to describe them in terms of word cloud [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. 

For the collecting of messages and news, we both use Web scraping and Naver API. We implement these 
Web scraping and Naver API using R system [10]. We explain what keywords are mostly discussed in this 
year’s transfer market from the related message titles and related news titles.  

 
 

 

Figure 4. Conceptual diagram of the proposed system 

 
As shown in Figure 4, we implement Naver API based system and Web Scraping System in R language 

to collect message titles and news titles. From R side, we use API and Web Scraping techniques to fetch and 
extract keywords from news titles and message titles.  

 
2.1  Keyword analysis using Naver API 
 
As for Naver API based approach, we use application programming interfaces (API’s) from Naver. First 

of all, we subscribe to Naver API and obtain ID and secret key.  
When we request information using API, we set our request URL ending with news.xml and fetch 

registered news articles from Naver. In our URL, we set our query to “transfer market” in Korean to fetch 
news articles retrieved by “transfer market” in Korean. We use xpathSApply function of XML package to 
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find a matched node in DOC document and use xmlValue function to extract necessary news titles in “/title” 
node. From the news titles fetched by API based request, we use extractNoun function to extract nouns. The 
overall message fetching results are shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Message fetching using Naver API Figure 6. HTML page processing after fetch 

 
We use sapply function to transform the extracted nouns to return them in a vectored form or matrix form. 

We integrate the extracted nouns, and use gsub function to replace unnecessary characters into spaces to 
improve the accuracy in keyword collection. We use table function on the extracted nouns to calculate the 
frequency of each word. For word cloud generation, we set the minimum frequency to 3 (min.freq=3), for the 
unrelated words with transfer market to be omitted. The overall HTML page processing results after fetch are 
shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 7. Message fetching and processing using Web scraping 
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2.2  Keyword analysis using Web Scraping 
 
In the subsection, we describe the keywords with Neymar in Korean from news titles using Web scraping. 

We are interested in news articles and, in order to avoid repetition, we only collect messages from SPOTV 
News which is a Web site for sports news.  

As shown in Figure 7, we assign URL using the same way for Naver API approach, and we use 
xpathSApply function and xmlValue to collect news titles.  

 
3. Experimental Results 

We performed our experiments on news and messages which were active on 15 August 2017. To generate 
word cloud, we use wordcloud function as shown in Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8. Word cloud generation code in R 

Figure 9. Word cloud from Naver API Figure 10. Keyword ranking from Naver API 

Figure 9 shows word cloud of keywords extracted by Naver API from news titles. And Figure 10 shows 
ranking of the keywords extracted from the titles. It can be seen that the first keyword is Neymar in Korean. 
The second keyword is “debut game” in Korean. The third keyword is PSG which stands for Paris Saint 
Germain, the team where Neymar moved to.  

Figure 11 shows word cloud of keywords extracted by Web Scraping from news titles. And Figure 12 
shows ranking of the keywords extracted from the titles. It can be seen that the first keyword is Neymar in 
Korean, which is the same in the case of using Naver API. The second keyword is “La Liga” in Korean. The 
third keyword is PSG which stands for Paris Saint Germain, the team where Neymar moved to, which is 
again the same in the case of using Naver API.  
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Figure 11. Word cloud from Web scraping Figure 12. Keyword ranking from Web scraping 

 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we consider soccer transfer market for our keyword analysis experiments. We performed 
keyword analysis and ranking of news and messages collected and analyzed from online news sites and 
online forum sites. This is in order to investigate who and what clubs are mainly discussed. We use Naver 
API and Web scraping function to extract keywords with frequencies from the gathered titles. From the 
frequencies, we construct word clouds and bar graphs to visualize the results.  
 
Some possible future work can be as follows: 
 

 Instead of using frequency, we will use pointwise mutual information (PMI) to find topics and related 
keywords.  

 In addition to online news and forum messages, we will collect real-time opinions appeared in social media 
such as Tweeter and Facebook.  

 We will apply opinion mining and sentiment analysis techniques on the fetched message to see if the 
message (about the transferred soccer players) contains subjective opinions such as polarity (i.e. like or 
dislike).  
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